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Motion Control of Excavator with Tele-Operated System
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Abstract
The number of dismantling sites for buildings has been rapidly increased and these processes are very
dangerous. So many research papers have been published addressing the development of a remote controller
for the dismantling equipments. In this paper, a novel concept of applying tele-operated device is proposed
for the remote control of excavator-like dismantling equipment. As a tele-operated system, this controller is
designed to improve the operability of the excavator. This paper also includes all the necessary kinematic
analysis to design the tele-operated system. In order to explore the feasibility of the device, modeling of the
tele-operated system is used to demonstrate its convenience. Then, the hydraulic system of excavator which
uses the proportional valve system is also studied. And basic motion control simulations to the real excavator
working at construction site are conducted with designed tele-operated system. And operator can control the
real excavator intuitively with this new model of tele-operated system.
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Notations
Z e1 : Axis of swing joint
Ze 2 : Axis of boom joint
Ze3 : Axis of arm joint
Ze 4 : Axis of bucket joint
a2 : Distance between Ze 2 and Z e3 (Length of boom)
a3 : Distance between Z e3 and Z e 4 (Length of arm)
r24 : Distance between Ze 2 and Ze 4

θei : Rotational angle of each link of excavator ( i=1, 2, 3, 4 )
1. Introduction
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The construction technology has been developed for thousands of years, so the latest buildings are about
several hundred meters high. Furthermore, how tall buildings can be stably constructed has been a main
theme in architecture. Recently, however, how to dismantle an old high-rise building has also been focused
by many researchers. Dismantling methods have been also developed for centuries, and among these
methods, mechanical dismantling has been very common. For example, the excavator which is used to
construct a new designed building is also utilized for the heavy equipment for dismantling processes.
Especially crusher and breaker are the attachments for the excavator to crack the building to pieces. This
excavator which is equipped with the attachment can be easily seen at dismantling sites. However
dismantling processes are very dangerous, so many safety-related accidents happen in many sites.
Furthermore, operator has to ride on the excavator and this makes the dismantling process more dangerous.
Therefore, remote control device is necessary to guarantee an operator’s safety.
There have been some recent researches related to the tele-operation of the excavator. First, kinematics
analysis and simulation of construction devices were conducted by Frimpong and Stentz. Furthermore,
Frankel studied remote control of excavator with commercial haptic device, Phantom. Finally, haptic device
of excavator which was operated in underwater was studied by Hirabayashi and Sasaki. And last, Phantom
device is also studied by Kim and Feygin. And another tele-operating system for excavator is conducted by
Oh.
In this paper, tele-operated device for dismantling process is main subject. This device is designed based
on the kinematics of the excavator, which can cover 3-dimensional workspace. This kinematics analysis of
the excavator is studied. This paper also includes all the necessary kinematic analysis to design the teleoperated device. In order to explore the feasibility of the device, modeling of this device is used to
demonstrate its convenience. Then, the hydraulic system of excavator which uses the proportional valve
system is also studied. And last, basic motion control simulations to the real excavator with sensor feedback
mechanism are conducted with designed tele-operated system. As a result, this device can be proposed to
confirm the feasibility of the tele-operated system. And one hand control can be possible to move the real
excavator with this new model.
2. Kinematics of Excavator
In the world, there are many kinds of backhoes. However, in this paper, excavator whose motions are
called like swing, boom, arm, and bucket, is chosen. This excavator may be easily seen in many construction
sites. Based on this motion, Figure 1 shows 4 coordinates of each links of the excavator. First, swing joint
axis of excavator is represented by Z e1 , and the remaining three joint axes, boom, arm, bucket are also
declared.
After the modeling of excavator, forward and inverse kinematics analysis is necessary. When the haptic
devices are designed, the inverse kinematics analysis is more important. Because the operator wants to
control the pose of last link, bucket which should be determined by the tele-operated system. With this
reason, according to the bucket’s pose, four joint angles of excavator are controlled by the inverse kinematics
analysis. These joint angles can be calculated with following equations.
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Degree of freedom of excavator is four, at the same time, bucket can move in 3-dimensional space. In
other words, the bucket movement can be represented with haptic stylus in 3D space. However, when the
real digging operations are examined, it is observed that the swing motion is nearly not used. That is, the
main motion of excavator is controlled by 3 DOF without swing, which determines the bucket’s 2D motion.
The swing motion is usually used to move the dug earth to other side. If the swing motion is separated from
the digging motion and can be controlled by the haptic device’s another reserved joint, operator can control
the excavator more easily.
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Thereffore, inverse kinematics
k
anaalysis of excavaator which is 2-dimensionaal kinematics problem
p
to con
ntrol
the boom and arm is neecessary. How
wever, with this control meth
hod, 2D planee motion of bucket joint can
nnot
n of bucket jo
oint can be acqquired with the two angles of
o boom and arm.
a
be controllled intuitivelyy. The position
So, if operrator wants to
o control the o
only boom anggle or arm anggle, it is difficuult to control each
e
angle witth
this 2D pllane control method.
m
So, deesign concept of tele-operatted system willl be shown neext chapter.
Xe3

arm

bucket

swing
Ze1
booom

Xe4
Xe2

nematic model of excavatorr
Figure 1 Kin
3. Desig
gn of Tele-Op
perated Systeem
In prevvious research
h, a haptic deevice was dessigned, such that
t
operator can work witth intuitive buucket
control. So, novice opeerator can usee the excavato
or easily unlikke the conventtional controlller. The degree of
o haptic devvice is 4, becaause the excavvator has 4 degrees
d
of freeedom. First, swing and buucket
freedom of
control is directly conn
nected to two joints of hap
ptic device. An
nd 2-dimensio
onal position control is maapped
with the position
p
of th
he bucket join
nt. But this method
m
makess the control somewhat un
nintuitive. So new
concept design
d
is prop
posed like Figgure 2 and Figgure 3. This is not a fine design, but shows
s
the con
ncept
design of tele-operated device. And F
Figure 4 is a last
l drawing of
o haptic devicce. Operator put
p ones elbow
w on
o the tele-op
peration system
m. And grab the haptic styylus and movve ones arm frreely. This mo
otion
the table of
controls the
t full motiion of the excavator. First, d h1 contrrols the boom
m motion. Second, θ h 4 which
w
representss the angle of wrist of operaator controls the
t bucket mo
otion directly. And the anglle θ h 3 between the
lower arm
m and horizonttal plane contrrols the arm angle
a
of excavvator. And lastt θ h 2 controlss the swing mo
otion
of excavattor. With this design concep
pt, operator caan control thee each angle diirectly.
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Figure 2 D
Design concep
pt of tele-operrated system

(a) Swing to the left directtion

(b) Swiing to the righ
ht direction

Figuree 3 Swing motion control of
o excavator with
w tele-operaated system

Figuure 4 Final dessign of tele-op
perated system
m before manuufacturing
o Excavatorr
4. Control of
There are some sensors to feedbackk control. Incllinometers an
nd gyro sensorr are used to feedback posse
value of excavvator. DAQ 6024E
6
board (NI) is used to
t get the valuues of sensors. Industrial PC
C is also set up
u
on the excavvator and valuues of sensorss can be mon
nitored. This feedback mechanism circuuit is shown in
i
Figure 5.
Three incllinometers andd one gyro sen
nsor are necesssary. Inclinom
meters are attaached to get th
he angle valuee
of each link, boom,
b
arm an
nd bucket. Andd gyro sensor is installed on
n the base fram
me of excavato
or to get the
pose. The anggles of links arre acquired wiith Visual C++
+ program through DAQ board,
b
and theen these valuees
are used to co
ontrol the mottion of the exccavator. PI co
ontrol result is shown in Figgure 6. The refference inputss
are 70 degree (boom) and 200
2 degree (arrm). If controlller has only P controller, th
here is steady state error
3
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bout 5 degreees. But there iss almost 1 deggree of steady state error witth PI controlller. However
which is ab
friction off boom joint iss larger than tthat of arm joiint, control result of boom is not excellen
nt in this papeer.

Figuree 5 Picture of sensor and cirrcuit of sensorr feedback witth DAQ board
For th
he control of excavator, hyydraulic system
m should be studied first. Figure 7 is the
t picture off real
excavator whose name is SOLAR 0015. Main hyddraulic contro
ol valve system
m has 9 degrees of freedo
om in
ports in contrrol system. An
nd among theese ports, firstt, fourth, fifth
h and
Solar 015. So, there aree 9 hydraulic p
ntrol valve is pilot valve aand these con
ntrol the main
n links of exccavator (swingg, boom, arm
m and
eighth con
bucket). Pilot
P
valves aree controlled w
with the joysticck of excavato
or installed on
n the both sidde of operator seat.
This is orriginal model of excavator but it has to
o be remodeleed with some equipment. First,
F
proporttional
valve systeem which is shown
s
in Figuure 8 is adaptted to controll electrically. There
T
are 8 proportional
p
v
valves
connectedd to the pilot valves
v
of main
n hydraulic vallve. So with th
hese proportio
onal valves, op
perator can co
ontrol
the excavaator electricallyy from remotee sites.

(aa) Boom anglee control resuult

(b) Arm an
ngle control result
r
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(R
Ref=70degree))

(Ref=2770degree)

F
Figure
6 Anglee control resullt of excavatorr with PI conttroller

Figure 7 P
Picture of excaavator which is
i SOLAR 0155

F
Figure
8 Propo
ortional valve systems to co
ontrol the excaavator

Figure 9 Remotte controller of
o excavator (jo
oystick and reeceiver)
Basically, this
t proportio
onal valve can
n be controlledd with wireless joystick systtem, and this joystick system
m
3
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is shown in Figure 9. This is same as the joystick of excavator. And RF transmitter module is installed inside
of this joystick and the excavator is equipped with RF receiver module. So operator can control the
excavator with this wireless joystick system at the remote sites. And to use the original joystick of excavator,
8 shuttle valves are also equipped. Operator can use both the remote joystick and excavator joystick to
operate the excavator.
In this paper, main object is to make the tele-operated system, so, another system should be added. First,
electrical control unit should be adapted, and analog signal can be transferred to the proportional valve.
DAQ 6024 board (National Instrument) is used to make the analog signal from 0V to 3V. When the input
signal is 1.5V to the RF module, link of excavator doesn’t move. If 3V is connected, link moves one
direction, and 0V makes opposite direction movement. There are 2 analog output channels in DAQ 6024
board, boom and arm control valve is connected to this analog output channel. So, full control of excavator,
2 DAQ boards are necessary. In the future, more developed DAQ board should be installed to minimize the
system. And control program is made with visual C++. And this program can get the value of inclinometer.
It uses the input channel of DAQ board. And there is also PI controller to move the boom and arm to
desired position. This is required to control the motion of excavator directly. Simulation results of this PI
control was shown in Figure 6.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, new concept of tele-operated system was designed to control the excavator. First,
kinematics of excavator was analyzed and hydraulic system of excavator is studied. Next sensor feedback
mechanism is also included to get the angles of each link. Last, motion simulation is shown with the SOLAR
015 excavator. With this result, tele-operated system is proven to be very simple method. In the future,
haptic device will be manufactured and the more intuitive and comfortable control of excavator will be
researched.
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